Rufus Greenbaum
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Fenton <Kevin.Fenton@phe.gov.uk>
08 May 2020 09:12
rufus@greenbaum.com
OFFICIAL: RE: BAME - suggested Action Plan

OFFICIAL

Thank you for this Rufus.
Kevin
Professor Kevin Fenton MD PhD FFPH
Regional Director, PHE London & Regional Director of Public Health, NHS London
Mobile: 07717732916
Protecting and improving the nation’s health

From: Rufus Greenbaum <rufus@greenbaum.com>
Sent: 08 May 2020 08:08
To: Kevin Fenton <Kevin.Fenton@phe.gov.uk>
Cc: 'Rufus Greenbaum' <rufus@greenbaum.com>
Subject: BAME - suggested Action Plan

Dear Professor Fenton
I suggest the following


Target blood level for Vitamin D [ 25(OH)D ] is re-set to 100-150 nmol/L



Every health worker ( & especially those with dark skin ) is offered a blood test for Vitamin D



They are then offered Vitamin D supplements
o For the average weight person ( 70kg )
o Loading dose of 1,250 micrograms ( 50,000 IU ) per day for 7 days
o Then 1,250 micrograms per week for 3 months
o Double the dose for anyone over 100 kg

The re-test every 3 months and adjust dose to maintain 100-150 nmol/L
If local CCG rules do not allow testing, then members of the public can buy the blood test privately
from an NHS hospital
https://www.vitamindtest.org.uk/
The Department of Health definition of Vitamin D deficiency is currently set at 25 nmol/L
 This was probably set low to save money
 SACN only considered avoiding Rickets in their report of 2016
The new level of 100-150 nmol/L is required for many other reasons


See the attached Call-To-Action



https://vitamindwiki.com/Overview+Dark+Skin+and+Vitamin+D
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https://www.grassrootshealth.net/blog/african-americans-much-deficient-vitamin-d/

Regards
Rufus Greenbaum
Email: rufus@greenbaum.com
Skype: rufusg
Mobile: +44 7831 135428
--------------------------------------53A London Road
Tel: +44 20 8954 6242
Stanmore
www.rufusgreenbaum.com
HA7 4PA, United Kingdom
From: Rufus Greenbaum [mailto:rufus@greenbaum.com]
Sent: 05 May 2020 08:14
To: Kevin Fenton (kevin.fenton@phe.gov.uk) <kevin.fenton@phe.gov.uk>
Cc: 'Rufus Greenbaum (rufus@greenbaum.com)' <rufus@greenbaum.com>
Subject: FW: Why are African Americans so much more deficient in vitamin D?

Dear Professor Fenton,
The message below suggests that the reason for racial disparities in health outcomes is primarily
due to skin type and sun exposure
Please take time to explore this in these 2 websites:


https://vitamindwiki.com/Overview+Dark+Skin+and+Vitamin+D



https://www.grassrootshealth.net/blog/african-americans-much-deficient-vitamin-d/

They both report that when equal blood levels of Vitamin D are compared then the health
outcomes are similar
Regards
Rufus Greenbaum
Email: rufus@greenbaum.com
Skype: rufusg
Mobile: +44 7831 135428
--------------------------------------53A London Road
Tel: +44 20 8954 6242
Stanmore
www.rufusgreenbaum.com
HA7 4PA, United Kingdom
From: GrassrootsHealth Nutrient Research Institute [mailto:customerservice@grassrootshealth.org]
Sent: 21 April 2020 11:02
To: rufus@greenbaum.com
Subject: Why are African Americans so much more deficient in vitamin D?
One easily modified risk factor for racial disparities in health (Part 3)

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here
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One easily modified risk factor for racial disparities in health (Part 3)
Coronavirus Update: GrassrootsHealth is currently operating as usual, with staff continuing to maintain
operations and provide quality customer service while working remotely and taking careful measures to
limit exposure to the virus. If this status changes, we will let our participants know immediately.
Thank you.

JOIN

DONATE

CONTACT

LOGIN

Why are African Americans so much more deficient
in vitamin D?
Dear Rufus,
Our last two posts highlighted the
prevalence of vitamin D deficiency
among blacks and demonstrated
the immense health potentials of
correcting the deficiency. Today
we answer one of the key parts of
the question -

Why are African Americans so much more deficient in
vitamin D?
The answer is in skin type and sun exposure. (Another major factor is air pollution
which will be addressed in a later newsletter.) The sun is the primary source of vitamin
D for most Americans, accounting for 80-90% of vitamin D production (Grant and
Holick, 2005). Further, the darker pigment was originally from those people who lived
near the equator, where the sun exposure was much higher. As the darker skinned
people moved to higher latitudes, over many, many years, the skin of succeeding
generations got lighter in order to enable the body to absorb MORE UV from the sun.
Unfortunately, the rapid industrialization of almost all the northern hemisphere has
moved the populations away from the body's input of one of its key nutrients--they
moved inside, away from the sun.
Knowing your skin type is important for personalizing your sun exposure. The
Fitzpatrick scale, shown below, classifies six skin types based on the response of
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different skin types to UV radiation. This skin type quiz can help you determine your
type.

Credit www.perfectimage-llc.com
Melanin, the pigmentation in skin, blocks UVB. Therefore, the higher the melanin (the
darker the skin) the more UVB is blocked and the longer you need to stay out in the
sun to produce vitamin D. The sun protection factor (SPF) of a natural tan is roughly
equivalent to the actual protection of an SPF 50 sunscreen for an average user,
considering most users apply only 25% of the recommended amount. One estimate is
that a dark-skinned black person may need 2.5 times the amount of sun a lightskinned white person would need. That means 20 minutes for one person, and 50
minutes for another to produce the same amount of vitamin D. Read more here about
how to get vitamin D from the sun.

A Final Word About Supporting Research
Creating an average of all the conditions listed in table 2 of Grant and Peiris, 2012,
there is approximately a 1.3 times higher likelihood of death from cancer if you are
black, as compared to white. This paper reviews research on vitamin D and both
incidence and death rates of 20 different types of cancer. Some studies report almost
no difference, while others have greater disparity.
Grant sites ecological studies - ones that look at a population group, their overall
vitamin D level and incidence - as shedding the best light on the problem because with
cancer, it is not something that appears overnight. Time and again, during
GrassrootsHealth seminars, scientists say that the biggest preventive benefit you can
get from vitamin D would be achieved by getting vitamin D levels up to 40 - 60 ng/ml
as early as possible in your lifetime and staying there.

We Can't Wait!
If getting vitamin D levels above 40 ng/ml is safe, can prevent disease, and is
economical - why aren't we all doing it?
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Successes with Vitamin D and
Emergency Room Survival Stories
An Interview of Dr. Leslie Ray Matthews
and Carol Moulton about vitamin D--and
more.

Listen to the Interview
Read the Transcript on vitamindwiki.com
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A few items from the transcript (as posted on
vitamindwiki.com):
 Grady (where he works) is one of the busiest Level 1








trauma centers in the entire United States
 He works between 80 to 100 hours a week
 98.8% of our ICU patients were vitamin D deficient
 Interviewer: So vitamin D works sort of across the board
in helping you survive whatever it is that is wrong with you
I've had to go as high as like 70 to 80 on some patients to get the proper
response
UN presentation - They had never heard anything, how vitamin D can affect
the whole nation, the country, the world, or the world health organizations. So
they had no clue
US...can probably save over $800 Billion a year if we got everybody's vitamin
D level above 40
Vitamin D is "most common nutritional deficiency in the world"
Many blacks believe that they get more VItamin D from the sun, rather than 5X
less

Listen on FaceBook Here
Read the Full Transcript Here
GrassrootsHealth is putting together a very special protocol for you or a group you are
sponsoring a way to quickly improving vitamin D levels by utilizing a more rapid
protocol. Simply share your name and email, with an optional comment. We will get
back to you soon. We are especially interested in other nutrients that are key
deficiencies as well such as vitamin C, magnesium and omega-3's.

TAKE ACTION - SHARE THIS INFORMATION
NOW
Please don't wait! Our health depends on it.
Click the banners to download, save and share on your websites, social media,
emails, anywhere!
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Link to our page here for a detailed explanation of the importance of vitamin D:
https://www.grassrootshealth.net/blog/vitamin-d-incidence-flu-information-know/

GRASSROOTSHEALTH PARTICIPANTS SHINE
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Nutrient Deficiencies Are a
Major Health Concern with Most... However
THE AVERAGE VITAMIN D LEVEL OF PARTICIPANTS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
is 44 ng/ml!
THE AVERAGE VITAMIN D LEVEL OF PARTICIPANTS
IN SAN DIEGO (where GrassrootsHealth is based)
is 54 ng/ml!
Compared to the average level of 28 ng/ml in the US, this is FANTASTIC!
We would like to invite you to take advantage of your ability to become a 'TAKE
ACTION NOW!' Sponsor -- to get the word out to your friends, to ALL your business
associates and, if you have a group you're responsible for, please become a
SPONSOR now. There is no fee to you, great health rewards for all those you help.
Please click here to see how the sponsorship can benefit all!
Help protect your health and the health of those around you - share the
resource of vitamin D testing and education for individuals using this
webpage and easy-to-print poster or
become a sponsor of making Your Community SHINE throughout!
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Click to Download, Print & Share
Link to the Webpage
Become a Sponsor

Share GrassrootsHealth Nutrient Projects with others, have
them enter your email when the registration process asks if
they were referred, and
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YOU will receive a 15% off coupon for your next
enrollment!
Onwards!
Carole Baggerly
Director, GrassrootsHealth
A Public Health Promotion & Research Organization
Moving Research into Practice NOW!

April Immune System Boost
Is your immune system strong enough to help you stay
healthy? Look at the chart below -- what is your level?

Make sure you know your vitamin D level, and take steps to keep it within a target of
40-60 ng/ml or 100-150 nmol/L! Through GrassrootsHealth Nutrient Research
Institute, you can also test your essential elements magnesium, copper, zinc and
selenium, toxins such as lead, mercury and cadmium, as well as your omega-3 levels,
inflammation levels and thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) level. Find out your levels
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today! Log on to the test selection page (click the link below) to get your tests and see
for yourself if your levels can be improved.
Make sure you track your results before and after, about every 6 months!

Click Here to Access the Test Page

How can I track my nutrient intake and levels over
time?
To help you track your supplement use and nutrient levels, GrassrootsHealth has
created the Personal Health Nutrient Decision System called

For each specific supplement, you can track what days you take it, how much, and
many other details.
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This will help you know your true supplemental intake and what patterns of use
work for you to reach and maintain optimum nutrient levels.
Check it out today! Follow these simple steps after logging in to your account to
view the different charts available to you:
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Please share this information and link with your friends, family who could be at
risk. Getting all your loved ones up to the healthy levels of 40-60 ng/ml (100-150
nmol/L) of vitamin D and to an Omega-3 Index level of at least 8% could lead to a
decreased risk of depression anytime, AND, more happiness!

We CAN'T Wait! Take Action NOW--TEST
Test, Track,
Take Charge
Magnesium*PLUS
Focus Project

Vitamin D
Omega-3 Index

Whole Blood Magnesium
with optional

Our Sponsors Our Sponsors
White Oak
Capital
Home Loans

Highly
Absorbed
Magnesium

Dr. Carolyn Dean is a
medical doctor, naturopath,
and author of over 35
books including best seller
The Magnesium Miracle.
With 40 years of
experience, she offers
With over 30 years of
proprietary, unique
experience in the
formulations
that give
lending business, White
every individual at any
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Elements Panel
Zinc, Selenium, Copper,
Cadmium, Lead, Mercury

Oak Capital Home
Loan's mission is to
provide customers with
an exceptional home
loan experience
delivered with clarity,
passion, honesty and
fairness.

How are your levels of
nutrients affecting you?
Some report less pain, better
sleep with magnesium--has it
changed for you? To see the
overall impacts of the
combined cohort, YOUR input
is important!

Discover what White
Oak can do for friends
of GrassrootsHealth!

Test Now

Learn More

stage of wellness or illness
the necessary building
blocks for sustained health,
vitality and well-being.

15% off ReMag for all
New Customers
Use coupon code
WELCOME15
Shop Now

Donate & Help Move Research Into Practice

Click here to donate to GrassrootsHealth,
and help move research into practice. Thank you for your continued support!

GrassrootsHealth | (760) 579-8141 | www.grassrootshealth.net

STAY CONNECTED:
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GrassrootsHealth, 315 S. Coast Hwy 101, Ste U-87, Encinitas, CA 92024
SafeUnsubscribe™ rufus@greenbaum.com
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by customerservice@grassrootshealth.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

**************************************************************************
The information contained in the EMail and any attachments is confidential and intended solely and for the
attention and use of the named addressee(s). It may not be disclosed to any other person without the express
authority of Public Health England, or the intended recipient, or both. If you are not the intended recipient,
you must not disclose, copy, distribute or retain this message or any part of it. This footnote also confirms
that this EMail has been swept for computer viruses by Symantec.Cloud, but please re-sweep any
attachments before opening or saving. http://www.gov.uk/PHE
**************************************************************************
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